Gigolo
René fancies making love to women
René (35) has a special job. A couple of times a week he visits women who hire him as a gigolo.
Besides his ex and his customers, no one knows. “Otherwise people only will talk bad in my
surroundings”, he says.

I am very aware of the taboo that rests on gigolo’s
The first time that I met with a woman as a gigolo I made the mistake of moving too fast. In the
couple clubs I was used to ‘active women’ and the casting was totally different this time than I was
used to. It was not really a success and she did not have to pay for this.
The second time was a great experience. It was a couple and the woman really looked great. The
night went as it should and I even got paid for it. I walked with my head in the sky the days
afterwards.
Along the way you learn. From experience I’ve learned that women need more time than men to get
in the mood. I want to deliver quality. That’s why I plan 3 to 4 hours for each appointment. I follow
my hearth and that usually goes well.
I get that an appointment with a gigolo is very exciting for many women. On rare occasions a woman
drinks too much to get the courage. This is difficult, because from half-drunk women I do not really
get in the mood. I look good, am civilized, neat, forward, mannered and have a sense of humor. I am
not a director type and no macho, but more the soft and sweet kind of man. I also take good care of
my hygiene and do not take any health risks. I always make sure I carry protection with me. Naturally
I always approach the women I meet with very attentively. With respect, love and warmth. That
sometimes means that I need to just listen or hold their hand if they want to. That I caress them,
cuddle or just give a shoulder to cry on. Or I make love, play or perform a fantasy.
One of my dates said: ‘With my husband I make love, but with you I have pleasure in bed’
Just like a said, It is a big step to make for women. Bigger than for men. It starts of easy with e-mail
contact before getting to making an appointment. I send pictures from myself, first without face,
than with and eventually with underwear. Via e-mail I get the impression on the experiences and
wishes from someone.
In most cases I visit these women at home, the other cases take place in hotels. What kind of women
hire me? This is really diverse. Single women between the age of 25 and 35 usually want to get sexual
experience and find it exciting to make an appointment with a gigolo. Next to that couples, modern
ones, usually youngsters, who want to have a threesome like icing on a cake. Sometimes a man finds
it exciting to see his women with another man and she finds this exciting as well. Usually the
relationship between the couples is very pleasant, this is nice for me.
There are also women who are divorces and have little children who like to be intimate with a man
again. And then you also have the women who are unhappy in their relationship or have a husband
with a busy job. They get bored and seek excitement.
I always take my time for a woman. I usually suggest to start with a non-erotic massage, to take the
tension away. After that, when all goes well, and she agrees, an erotic massage follows. What

happens after that, depends on the women. Usually we take a long time.
Sometimes I am being hired by less sexual active women. Of course I do not solve psychological
problems within four hours, but it is really nice if these women can enjoy again. I get a lot of
gratification from this.
I have two appointments approximately in one week, were half are follow up ones. The first half is in
the weekend and the other half at night. It is easy that I have my own business and no children. I am
available 24/7. How do I feel about making love to a strange woman? I have no problem with less
attractive ladies. Hygiene and courtesy are much more important to me. I also receive vulgar or dirty
emails or phone calls, but I do not want anything to do with this. That’s why there will never be an
appointment. Besides my clients, only my ex-girlfriend Anneke knows I am doing this job. We did not
tell people back when we visited couple clubs and we still do not tell. I am well aware of the taboo
that rests on gigolo’s and the use of them. Actually very odd, because the ladies of pleasure are
being visited a million times a year in Holland.
I think it would be really nice for many women to spend a couple of hours with a great loved. For
many women this will never happen. I find this pitiful. An orgasm is for many women not normal.
And sorry for saying this, but many men do not know how women like to be loved.
Sadly it is not done in our, so free and modern country, just to pick up to phone and call men like me.
Women make appointments with their hairdresser and their beauty specialists, and get pampered in
a spa. Why not on erotic level? I think it is amazing when I see women enjoy their sexuality. I think it
is a shame that they resent their selves from this.
I cannot think of many disadvantages of this job. Maybe that I have to drive almost an hour for my
appointments back and forth and sleep very late because of this. I also find it difficult if a man does
not show much respect to his wife, but I do not say anything about this.
Because of the contact I have with potential clients, the good are separated from the bad. Luckily for
me I did not really experience bad stuff. The sides that are less do not weigh as much as the good
sides, in my opinion. Every new appointment is exciting again and gives me a kick.
I do not see my life as a double life just because no one knows about me being a gigolo. Twice a week
I go out of the house to do a ‘slightly’ different thing than other people. This I enjoy very much. One
of my dates said to me: ‘with my husband I make love, with you I make pleasure in bed’. I thought
this was a nice description. And that’s how I see it as well. If it is good, she will get a smile on her face
when she thinks back about the moment. It is exciting, you do not know who or what you will meet.
But someone’s personal sex life is nowadays still a taboo for many. I do not know if my regular
customers would react to the other job I do as well. That risk, that they will react weird or dreary, I
do not want to take. Besides that I live in a small community, where there is a principal that everyone
knows everyone. That’s why I do not tell it to anyone. Most of the people I meet at the couple clubs
also keep it a secret. In my job as a paid lover I never met someone familiar. But in theory it could be
that a acquaintance could hire me. I think there are two options if this might happen. Option one: I
will leave and we have never seen each other or emailed each other. Option two: we do the deed,
and from that moment share a secret. I have never met a customer on the streets, so I do not know
how this is. But in the years of visiting couple clubs I did meet acquaintances. Luckily for me I never
felt weird about this. One person I see more often at my other regular job. We friendly great each
other. It is some sort of secret behavioral code we have.

Switching partners is for some unthinkable, but I see it as making fun, playing around.
At this point I do not have a relationship, but I am open for one. I think I will be able to combine this
with my work as a gigolo. In a relationship you share intimacy, me too. And you are there for each
other for better or worse. Visiting couple clubs and my work as a gigolo are apart from that in my
opinion. In my last relationship we could separate it very well. I therefore do not expect real trouble
in my future relationship. I know it can go together. My ex-girlfriend and me visit couple clubs as a
relaxation. We both find this pleasant. We make ourselves nice, go out, have dinner, dance and flirt a
bit. And more. Switching partners is for some unthinkable, but I see it as making fun, playing around.
How I see my future? I would like to be fulltime gigolo, because then I would make my hobby my
work. But for now that is not the case. I do fantasize sometimes when I will be in an old people home
how I will tell my story. I think they will immediately say I am demented.
Do you want to react to this story? Mail to secretariaat@mijngeheim.nl o.v.v. ‘0914’ Rene or send a
letter to the editor of Mijn Geheim, postbox 100, 5126 ZJ Gilze.

